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"The place where a husband and wife unite in conjugal love is where they can 
experience the love of God." 

- True Parents 
 

 

   

 

 

 

Join the Festivities in Las Vegas This Weekend! 

In Person or From Home 

 

This will be an incredible weekend with many ways to tune in! 

JOIN IN!  
 

 



 

 

 

 

Energize Couples 
Retreat Held In Mobile, 
Alabama 

 

"The experience was great. It helped 

broaden my view of the real goal of 

marriage and possible enhancements. It 

was good to get in time together, 

reconnect, and remember things we can 

do for each other to make us happy." 
 

READ MORE  
 

 

 

 

Be Displayed at the 
PMC—Create a Profile 
on BFMatch.org  
 

Be sure to get yourself out there before 

the upcoming PMC by completing your 

Matching Profile before July 1! 

 

START YOUR PROFILE  
 

 

 

 

Still Time to Join! 
Parents Matching 
Convocation 2019 

 

July 12-14, Dallas, TX 

The PMC is a great opportunity for 

parents to understand the matching 

process, learn from families who have 

had successful matching experiences, 

network with other families, and 

consider possible matching candidates. 
 

LEARN MORE  
 

 



 

 

 

 

Video: God-Centered 
Benchmarks for Healthy 
Marital Sex 

 

In this video, authors Ryan and Selena 

Frederick tackle this topic with clarity 

and wisdom, and suggest 8 

characteristics for God-centered sex... 
 

WATCH VIDEO  
 

 

 

 

Article: Honesty Deficit 
Disorder 

 

What do parents do when their children 

become truthfulness-challenged? If 

many adults in today's world suffer from 

Honesty Deficit Disorder, who are we to 

think that our offspring will always be 

immune? The good news is that 

conscientious parents can turn the tide 

on truth-bending behavior by applying 

the Three E's of Love and Logic. 
 

READ ARTICLE  
 

 

 

 

HighNoon Highlights • 
Weekly Newsletter 

 

Here's what High Noon has been up to 

this week! Be sure to subscribe to their 

newsletter! 
 

CHECK IT OUT!  
 

 

Follow us on Facebook!  

 

   

Contact Us & Meet the Team! 




